
A Routine of Thankful Thinking
Parenting Moment by Moment

Our thoughts become our life, we live out our thoughts!

As parents, one of our most important roles is to help shape our kids’ thinking!

Daily, we are shaping our kids’ thoughts and perspective in seemingly ordinary

moments whether we realize it or not.

We all want the best life for our kids, don’t we? We desire life to the FULL  for our

kids. How can we give this gift to our kids?

Jesus said, “The thief comes only in order to steal and kill and destroy. I came that

they may have and enjoy life, and have it in abundance [to the full, till it

overflows].”  (John 10:10 AMP)



Thoughts lead to feelings and emotions and behaviors, which guides our

actions! This principle was taught in one of my first counseling classes, yet out of

all the classes I took, this principle continually speaks to me.

For instance:

We can ask ourselves, what am I thinking about right now? How does this thought

affect me?

We can see how:

Our thoughts about our life (family members, the future, church, work, politics,

coworkers, friends, yesterday, future, God…)  are influencing the way we feel

today, the way we are interacting with others, and our attitude about life.

Our thoughts are fueling or frustrating every aspect of our lives!

When I work with students in the counseling setting, my hope is to help guide

each teen that I walk beside to think: thankful, hopeful, grateful, life-giving

thoughts! WHY? Changing thinking thought by thought is key in healing from

anxiety, anger, self-hate, depression, past pain, rejection…

In my ministry, every single growth area has been birthed in brokenness, if you

scroll to the end, I share the backstory. However, if you want a quick routine that

is life-changing and can be repeated with your teen, the steps for the Choose Life

to the Fullest routine is on the next page. (The QR code in the above picture

provides 30 days from Choose Life to the Fullest book 2 or you can create this

routine on your own.)

Every ONE of us chooses our thoughts, and our kids choose their own thoughts!

Our children and teens can choose their own thoughts; however, they need to

know this truth: Their thoughts determine so many aspects of the quality of their

life!

The private conversations we have in our mind can be life-giving, for very few

thoughts are neutral.
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Thinking great can lead us to our best life, in contrast negative self-defeating

thoughts can lead to destruction and even depression!  We can’t force our kids or

teens to think differently, they must choose their own thoughts! As a parent this

truth can be a bit overwhelming! Yet, we can give our kids and teens tools that will

shape their thinking. We can also model thinking thankful by daily talking about

what we are grateful for. “If you realized how powerful your thoughts are, you

would never think a negative thought.” Caroline Leaf, Switch On Your Brain: The

Key to Peak Happiness, Thinking, and Health

The first step to changing our life is identifying how powerful each thought is and

that negative self-defeating thoughts can be destructive!

We can ask ourself: What needs to change in my thought patterns? What can we

as parents do to shape our kids' thoughts?

We can start by thinking thankful ourselves, modeling waking up and thinking

great is contagious.

With my own kids and as a counselor, I knew I could not change their thoughts, so

I came up with a simple, doable, routine that if repeated could change thoughts,

which leads to changes in the brain, which changes emotions, which would lead to

a great life!!!

Creating a Routine of Thankful Thinking:

Every morning we can ask our kids and teens a quick question:

“What are you thankful for?” and share something we (their parents) are thankful

for.

Choose Life to the Fullest Routine:

1. Wake up every morning and write 5 “thankfuls” (things I enjoy)

2. Read Scripture and ask self-reflective questions

3. Say a prayer, “Jesus, I invite You into my thoughts, my life, my moments,

my stress, my feelings, my worries, my friendships, my struggles…
4. Ask myself, “Who can I give life to today?”
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After 120 days of this routine, I watched a miracle in my own home with my

teenage son. We can help our kids think great. This shift does not happen

overnight, however, choosing to think thankful changes emotional, mental, and

even physical health.

So much of life is what we think about it. When we choose life-giving thoughts, we

are transforming our brain to think the “best- not the worst.” (Phil. 4:8 MSG)

Many Blessings on your Thanksgiving month! May you enjoy life to the FULL!

Becca

*Scroll down if you want my backstory, I am so very thankful God takes brokenness and

wraps it in His great love and redemption!

Becca Gunyon, MCC director of The Way Counseling  (loving life as a wife, mom of 5,

counselor/parent coach), author of The Treasure, Choose Life to the Fullest series, Journey to

His Heart, article from Parenting Moment by Moment Curriculum

Listen to 6 Parenting Themes or Schedule a Parenting Moment By Moment workshop

for your group - beccagunyon.com

@parentingmomentbymoment @chooselifetothefullest FB - beccaowingsgunyon-writer
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Here is the backstory, if you have been reading my articles for a while, you might

know this story:

Four years ago, one of my own teens was filled with self-hate, negativity, and

depression. His thoughts were spiraling into unhealthy places! Nothing was

working, I felt overwhelmed by his pain… I faced a hard reality. Nothing changed

immediately, I just faced this truth: I could not make my teenage clients or my

own teenager choose to think differently! Thinking involves a personal choice!

Reading Caroline Leaf’s book Switch On Your Brain, further convinced me of how

every thought shapes the brain, so what could I do?

“How we think not only affects our own spirit, soul, and body but also people

around us.” Caroline Leaf, Switch On Your Brain: The Key to Peak Happiness,

Thinking, and Health

Knowing this Scripture principle of 2 Cor. 10:5 “and we are taking every thought

and purpose captive to the obedience of Christ.” The truth hit hard, I knew how

imperative it is to help my kids realize their own choice and the benefit of thinking

life-giving!

I asked myself lots of questions:

“How could I help my son want to choose to think better, healthy, grateful…and if

he chose, where could he start creating new thought patterns?

What would motivate my son to start a new thinking routine?

Growing up having best friends be my pastor's daughters, I learned a lot about

motivating teens to grow spiritually, for their dad paid them to read the Bible. So I

had a thought, I could write daily posts for Instagram for students and pay my son

to edit.

Taking Scripture and brain research seriously, I knew this daily routine, of writing

his “thankfuls”, reading Scripture and asking self -reflective questions, inviting

Jesus into every area of his life, and looking around to see who he could help-

would lead to life change.
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So I started writing, he edited, for $2 a day. He read for 30 days, at 60 days he was

still reading, 90 days he was still reading. At about 120 days, he walked into the

kitchen one morning and casually said, “Mom, I like myself.”

Trying to hide my excitement and shock, I continued scrambling eggs as happy

tears started flowing. I knew God had done a miracle, because over time waking

up thinking thankful and growing in our faith journey changes the way we see

ourselves. Walking with Jesus and inviting Him in creates transformation!

Anyone can do this routine!

What is this routine?

1. Wake up every morning and write 5 things you are grateful for or that you

enjoy

2. Read Scripture and ask self reflective questions

3. Say a prayer, “Jesus, I invite You into my thoughts, my life, my moments,

my stress, my feelings, my worries, my friendships, my struggles…
4. Ask myself, “Who can I give life to today?”

Posts becoming books was not my plan, publishing wasn’t even a thought, I just

wanted my son and the teens I mentor to live life to the full! Because my son kept

reading,  I kept writing posts. One of my son’s friends, who was reading posts,

asked me to publish and turn posts into books. This led Choose Life to the Fullest

series, 4 books, the last book, I wrote with my brother, Micah Owings, who played

professional baseball.  I love to give books to students, the teens I mentor, and my

own kids read them. Each time my own kids finish a book, I give them a gift card!

Why? I figure if my pastor’s daughters got paid to read the Bible as teens and still

read their Bible 30 years later then this motivation method  is ok! :)

I watched a miracle in my own home and I continually thank God for this!

To create change this simple disciple takes repetition. Our minds can be

transformed by the love of Jesus. God’s power and love is beyond comprehension,

He can transform our minds. Throughout the day, we can say a simple powerful

prayer:
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“Jesus, I invite You into my thoughts, emotions, fears, disappointment, situations,

relationships, work, ministry, dreams, goals…I give You me, transform my

thoughts by Your tender powerful love.”

We can choose to live life to the FULL! (John 10:10)

“.... the mind governed by the Spirit is life and peace.” (Romans 8:6 NIV)
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